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Potential Value of Patents With Provisional
Applications: An Assessment of

Bibliometric Approach
Star X. Zhao, Dar-Zen Chen, Mu-Hsuan Huang , and Yu-Wei Chang

Abstract—This article used nine patent value indicators to com-
pare the differences in the characteristics of U.S. patents for which
provisional applications (PAs) were submitted and other patents
without PAs (NPAs). The findings revealed significant differences
in the average numbers of backward and forward citations, patent
and nonpatent references, and patent claims, patent family size
(number of patents and number of countries), and duration of
examination between the two groups of patents granted between
2005 and 2017 by United States Patent and Trademark Office. In-
creasing trends were observed in the average number of backward
citations and average percentage of patents renewed per year in
both PA and NPA groups, whereas decreasing trends were observed
in the average numbers of forward citations, countries, claims, and
average duration of examination per patent and per year in PA and
NPA groups. Differences in patent characteristics based on type
and field were observed. This article also revealed more significant
differences in PAs than in NPAs because of a larger number of pairs
of fields. The results of this study confirmed that PAs have a stronger
association with patent value and provided further justification for
filing PAs, in addition to obtaining an early effective date for new
inventions.

Index Terms—Backward citations, forward citations,
nonprovisional application (NPA), patent claims, patent renewal,
patent value, provisional application (PA).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE benefits of acquiring a provisional application (PA)
have rendered it a necessary strategy for inventors to pro-

tect their intellectual property. A slight increase in the ratio of
(PAs to nonprovisional applications (NPAs) has been observed
among U.S. patents granted between 2005 and 2014 [1]. A PA
allows inventors to secure an early filing date for the invention,
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with simplifies filing requirements and reduces patenting costs.
After filing a PA, inventors are legally entitled to describe
their inventions as having a “patent pending” for the following
12 months. PAs exist only in the U.S. Since June 8, 1995,
the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has
allowed inventors to file a PA which is not required to have a
formal patent claim or an oath or declaration. However, inventors
must file an NPA within 12 months after filing a PA to prevent
a PA from automatically being rescinded. During a 12-month
period, inventors can evaluate the potential value of and market
for their invention. Inventors prepare to file an NPA if they
believe their invention has a high value. Therefore, inventors
filing PAs first must complete a longer filing process to obtain
granted patents than those filing NPAs.

Patents are valuable assets that are owned by inventors and
assignees. Patent value is determined by stakeholders, including
patentees, patent examiners, a third party, and other patent in-
ventors. The original value is decided by the inventor; therefore,
filing patents can be regarded as the next step after creating an
invention. Patent examiners decide whether patents are granted.
Only granted patents have potential value. However, a third
party can challenge patent decisions and applications, thereby
reducing the mistakes made by patent offices. Patent applicants
purposefully opt for strategies that involve longer times and
higher costs in the patenting process when they expect a higher
patent value [2], [3]. The primary purpose of a PA is to enable an
inventor to file an NPA within a year. The cost and time required
for patenting an invention through PAs and NPAs are higher than
those granted without using a PA. By filing a PA, inventors can
protect their invention and take time to assess the value of their
invention before they file an NPA. Therefore, we assume that
patents claiming priority for a PA are more valuable than those
for which NPAs have been made. This means that PAs have
advantages in economic, technological, innovative, and social
value associated with patents [4], [5]. The differences between
the patent characteristics of PAs and NPAs in relation to patent
value require examination.

The distribution in the value of granted patents is highly
skewed [6]–[8], which explain why identifying valuable patents
has become a pertinent research topic. Numerous studies have
proposed patent value indicators and have focused on the link
between indicators and patent value [5], [9]–[12]. The potential
determinants of patent value are complicated [13]. In addition
to the evaluation of the patent stakeholders, researchers are
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concerned with the association between a patent’s characteristics
and its value. Determining patent value from patent charac-
teristics is easier than obtaining information about a patent’s
value from patent stakeholders or other methods outside the
patent system. Therefore, the association between the patent
characteristics and the patent value must be analyzed.

Numerous patent characteristics have been proven to have
a positive association with the patent value [3], [5], [9], [10],
[13]. However, the difference in values of patents with PAs
and NPAs have not been considered and discussed. Inventors
have been filing PAs for more than a decade, and a continual
increase is observed in patents with PAs [1]; however, few
studies have been conducted on PAs. Therefore, this article
aimed to provide an improved understand of PA characteristics
by examining the difference between the patent values of PAs
and NPAs. Several indicators mentioned in the literature are used
to examine whether the characteristics of PAs differ from those
of NPAs through analyzing patent value, including backward
citation (patent references and nonpatent references), forward
citation (citations received), number of claims, patent family
size, patent renewals, and duration of examination. The potential
value of patents explored in this article are multiple, including
technological, innovative, private, and economic value, because
the association between various types of patent value and value
indicators have been observed from numerous prior studies [3],
[6], [9]–[12], [14]. In particularly, technological and economic
value has been mentioned the most. In addition, differences in
patent characteristics based on their field have been investigated.
If the differences in characteristics have a positive correlation
with patent value between PA and NPA, the possibility of a
PA having higher patent value than an NPA increases. This
helps patent applicants realize that filing a PA can be a valuable
strategy. In addition to obtaining an early effective filing date,
the potential increase in patent value incentivizes inventors to
file PAs. Therefore, the results of this article exhibit practice
implications. Research questions in this article are as follows.

1) Do NPAs and PAs exhibit differences in terms of
characteristic patent values and field?

2) Which patent value-related characteristics have the
strongest positive association with PAs?

This article is organized as follows. Section II provides a liter-
ature review of the patent characteristics with relation to patent
value. Section III describes the research methods, including data
collection, process, and indicators used. Section IV presents the
findings of this article. Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Although being granted a patent signifies that new inventions
satisfy requirements for this endeavor, not all patents are con-
sidered to have a similar or increasing value. Among the various
types of patent value, the most basic is the economic value
measured by the cost of obtaining a patent. Based on the amount
of money that patentees invest, a high cost can be perceived as
a proxy for identifying patents with a high value. The monetary
value of a patent can be identified through the patent charac-
teristics or through an assessment of the patentees [6]. Several
monetary characteristics of patents have been used to determine

the differences in value among patents, such as patent renewal,
litigation, and financial market value [15].

Maintenance fees reflect the asset value of patents [10], with
patent renewal decisions made by patentees revealing the eco-
nomic value of granted patents [9]. The payment of maintenance
fees or renewal fees is required to maintain the validity of granted
patents. U.S. patent law regulates the payment of maintenance
fees after 3.5, 7.5, and 11.5 years for utility patents. A granted
patent signifies approval of the value of a technology. However,
not all granted patents can maintain their value. Patentees are
willing to pay maintenance fees to retain patents with values
higher than maintenance fees [4]. Patents with the highest value
can be renewed to full term with the largest accumulated renewal
fees over time.

The concept of patent costs can also be applied to patent
litigation. The value of litigated patents is considered higher
than that of unlitigated patents because patentees should only
litigate patents that are more valuable than the litigated costs
[4]. Other possibly useful data for representing the economic
value of patents include financial returns from licensing fees
to patents [15], total stock value [16], [17], self-evaluation of
patent inventors regarding the minimum prices that they demand
from buyers [18], and research and development expenditure
[8]. In addition, researchers have focused on identifying other
characteristics that are positively related to patent value. With
the exception of the aforementioned patent renewals, related
studies about other patent value indicators used in this article
are reviewed in this section, including citation- based indicators
(backward citations and forward citations), claims, patent family
size, and duration of examination.

A. Citation-Based Indicators

Forward citations refer to the number of citations received
by patents over time, while backward citations are the number
of references that patents cite. The cited and citing relationship
that has been widely used to observe the evolution of scientific
documents also fits the current focus on technological origin,
development, and the influence of patents. Citation-based in-
dicators are frequently used to present the economic [4], [19],
business [14], monetary [11], and social value [5] of a patent.
Numerous studies have reported a positive association between
forward citations and the economic value of patents [10], [20],
and between backward citations and patent value [10], [20].

New inventions rely on current technology and research.
Therefore, inventors are required to list patent and nonpatent
literature related to their inventions. The references cited for
patents indicate the existing knowledge that can be claimed by
the patent applicant [15]. The paths reveal knowledge about
specific inventions and academic publications that relate to
other patents. Nonpatent references represent research output
from the scientific community. Patent references demonstrate
the current technologies that are still useful for future in-
ventions and inventors seek to improve and expand existing
knowledge [21]. Differences between the inventions and current
technology assist patent examiners in ensuring the novelty level
of inventions. Therefore, backward citations affect decisions re-
garding patent granting and limit the scope of patent claims [22],
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TABLE I
PATENT VALUE INDICATORS

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF EIGHT PATENT CHARACTERISTICS OF NPAS AND PAS

Note: ∗p < 0.05.

TABLE III
PERCENTAGES OF NPA AND PA PATENTS RENEWED

Note: p < 0.05.
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Fig. 1. Trends in the average number of backward citations between NPAs and PAs by year and field.

[23]. Regarding the relationship between backward citations and
patent value, studies have revealed a positive correlation between
backward citations and patent auction price [20], [24]. Kim et al.
[17] posited that patents with fewer backward citations are
vulnerable to patent infringement lawsuits. Numerous backward
citations can become proxies for the protection of patents from
invalidation claims. Kim et al. also noted that backward citations
and patent family have a positive effect on the economic value
of firms.

Forward citations reveal the technological effect of existing
patents on future patents. Highly-cited patents are associated
with technologies that have significant economic value [25]
and social value [14]. Studies have indicated that companies
with highly-cited patents are more advanced than their com-
petitors [19]. Forward citations have been more widely used

than backward citations to demonstrate patent value. This may
be because few positive correlation has been observed between
backward citations and patent value [10], [26], whereas findings
from numerous studies have consistently indicated a positive
correlation between the number of forward citations and patent
value [5], [16], [20], [27]. The increasing popularity of forward
citations is reflected in the increase of related indicators derived
from them [19], [28]–[30].

B. Patent Family Size

To expand the scope of patent protection, patentees file patents
in various countries. The first patent filing and subsequent filings
that are linked by one or several common priority filings form
a patent family [31]. Therefore, patent families represent the
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Fig. 2. Trends in the average number of patent and nonpatent references by year and field (note: 1 refers to patent references and 2 refers to nonpatent references).

international diffusion of technology. Because of the high costs
associated with filing patents in different countries, patentees
holding patents with large family sizes expect them to have sub-
stantial market and patent values [5]. The economic importance
of the patent family has made it a strategy for the management
of intellectual property rights. Studies have identified a positive
correlation between patent family size in terms of the number
of countries, in which patent protection is sought and patent
value [10], [32]. However, the term “patent family” has not
been defined consistently. Databases have employed different

definitions of patent families [33]. Martínez [31] compared
four of the most widely used patent family definitions and
reported the different outcomes for a patent family based on
these divergent definitions. The existence of various definitions
of a patent family has led to divergent measures for determin-
ing patent family size. In addition to the number of patent
applicants that form a patent family, which is a frequently
used indicator [31], the number of countries where a patent
is filed is considered to be representative of patent family
size [6].
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF NPAS AND PAS IN TERMS OF FIELD DISTRIBUTION OF PATENT REFERENCES

Note: Cross refers to patent references assigned to two or more broad classifications.

C. Number of Claims

Patent claims refer to the scope of protection provided by
the patent to exclude others from infringing upon a patentee’s
rights. Patent examiners review and compare prior art against
patent claims to determine whether the patent claims define an
invention that is novel and nonobvious. To define an invention
that is innovative and nonobvious, patent applicants must include
aspects in the claim that differ from those found in the prior
art. Patent claims attempt to avoid overlapping with current
technology, thereby justifying that the scope of claims should
be wider. As a result the number of patent claims tends to be
high. Patents with a large number of claims are considered to
have high economic value. A positive correlation between the
number of patent claims and patent value has been confirmed
[34]. In addition, nonpracticing entities prefer to buy patents
with a large number of claims [20].

D. Duration of Examination

The duration of examination refers to the length of time
between the starting date, when an inventor files a patent appli-
cation, and the termination date, which is the date when a patent
is granted. A prolonged pendency time can have a negative effect
on the patent application process, thereby delaying innovations
from reaching the market and increasing the level of legal uncer-
tainty in the patent system [35]. The potential factors that cause

longer durations for patent examination include a large number
of patent claims [36], large number of patent references [37],
and increased workload for patent examiners, patent attorneys,
and the USPTO [38]. However, findings regarding the cause of
longer durations for patent examinations have been inconsistent.
Harhoff and Wagner [37] and Wang and Lin [36] have reported
that patents with higher value tend to be granted sooner than
other patents, whereas [39] posited that patents with a relatively
large number of references disclose more information to help
patent examiners make decisions sooner.

E. Composite Value Indicators

Patent value is multifaceted. Different patent value indicators
capture various aspects of patent value. Therefore, numerous
studies have examined the association between multiple patent
characteristics and patent value [4], [5], [9]–[12]. A higher
explanatory power for patent value can be achieved through the
combination of a few patent characteristics instead of a single
characteristic. The most common patent characteristics that have
been highlighted by researchers include forward citations [5],
[9], [12], backward citations [10]–[12], patent family size [5],
[10]–[12], number of patent claims [10]–[12], patent renewal
(which is the decision of patentees to pay maintenance fees)
[5], [9], and patent opposition [5]. Kapoor et al. [40] inter-
viewed patent stakeholders to obtain their opinions regarding
the association between patent characteristics and patent value.
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Fig. 3. Trends in the average number of forward citations by year and field.

Patent family size was considered as the optimal indicator for
predicting patent value, followed by forward citations, patent
renewals, backward citations, and the number of patent claims.

After referring to related studies, the following nine indicators
for measuring patent value were selected: forward citations,
backward citations, patent references, nonpatent references,
patent family size, number of countries the patent family was
derived from, number of patent claims, and duration of patent
examination.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

A total of 3021001 U.S. patents issued between 2005 and
2017 from the USPTO application database were retrieved and
divided into two groups according to patenting approach. One
group consisted of patents claiming priority for PAs, whereas

the other group consisted of other patents that did not claim
priority for PAs. The PAs were identified through applica-
tion numbers starting from 60. Bibliographic records for each
U.S. patent collected for this article included the patent number,
patent name, patent filing date, patent claims, references cited,
patent issue date, and classification number assigned by the
International Patent Classification (IPC) system.

To compare the patent characteristics by field, the patent
classification numbers assigned to each patent were used to
determine its field. The IPC system consists of 35 main clas-
sifications. To incorporate 35 classifications into several broad
classifications, the latest version (the 2008 version) of the
ISI-OST-INPI classification1 was adopted. The ISI-OST-INPI
classification was developed based on the IPC codes, which
were developed in cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute

1[Online]. Available: http://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/index.html#data

http://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/index.html#data
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF BETWEEN NPAS AND PAS IN TERMS OF FIELD DISTRIBUTION OF PATENT CITATIONS

Note: Cross refers to patent references assigned to two or more broad classifications.

for Systems and Innovation Research (ISI), the Observatoire
des Sciences et des Technologies (OST), and the French patent
office (INPI) (Schmoch 2008). The ISI-OST-INPI classification
system incorporated 35 IPC codes into five broad classifications,
namely electronic engineering, instruments, chemistry, mechan-
ical engineering, and other fields (see Appendix). Using five
broad classifications (fields) was more appropriate for observing
the differences among patent characteristics than employing the
35 main classifications.

Approximately 86.6% of patents (2615752 patents) granted
between 2005 and 2017 belonged to a single broad field. Each
U.S. patent was assigned at least one IPC code. This led to the
existence of partial patents spanning two or more broad fields,
which were termed interdisciplinary patents. Among 2615753
patents, excluding interdisciplinary patents, electrical engineer-
ing patents accounted for the largest proportion (50.3%), fol-
lowed by instruments (15.2%), mechanical engineering (14.8%),
chemistry (14.5%), and other fields (5.2%), thereby indicating
the uneven distribution of patents by field.

Because of the large number of patents granted between 2005
and 2017, a straightforward random sampling method was used
to form sample patents for this study. Based on a total of 3021001
U.S. patents issued between 2005 and 2017, the present study
required the inclusion of at least 9574 patents to achieve a 95%
confidence level, with a 1% margin of error. A total of 100 PAs
were randomly sampled from each of the five fields and each

year. For the field comparison, interdisciplinary patents were
excluded from the sample generation. Finally, 13000 patents
met the requirements for the lowest number of sample size, and
6500 PAs and 6500 NPAs were divided into two sample groups.

To determine the difference between NPAs and PAs in terms
of field self-citation rate in technological impact, patents cited by
patents were divided into six broad categories by using their IPC
codes. The process for categorizing a patent reference is the same
as that used for the broad classification of each patent analyzed
in this article. However, interdisciplinary patent references were
categorized into an additional broad category. A single broad
classification was assigned to a patent reference according to
the broad classification with the largest number of relevant IPC
codes. If a patent reference could be assigned to two or more
broad classifications and each broad classification had the same
number of IPC codes, then the patent was coded as an interdis-
ciplinary patent reference. The same categorization process was
used for assigning broad classification for each patent.

B. Patent Value Indicators

The literature related to patent value indicators has revealed
that patent value can be identified through patent information
within patent databases or by inventors [5]. Various indicators
and approaches for ranking patent value generate various out-
comes [5]. After examining the relationship between various
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Fig. 4. Trends in the average number of patents within a patent family by year and field.

indicators and patent value observed by the studies mentioned
in Section II, the availability of figures for measuring patent
value were considered. As a result, nine indicators (see Table I)
were used to measure patent value and compare the differences
among patent characteristics between PAs and NPAs. Several
hypotheses for the potential value of patents were formed. The
larger the number of forward citation, the higher the potential
value of patent. The same hypothesis applied to the numbers
of backward citations, patent references, nonpatent references,
patents, countries, and claims. Only duration of examination
is the exception. The shorter the duration of examination, the
higher the patent value. In addition, patent renewal is necessary
for maintaining patent value.

The number of forward citations received by each patent was
determined based on all the patents granted by the USPTO
application database until August 28, 2018. Unlike [20], who
counted the number of citations based on only the sample
patents, in this article, the number of times that a specific
patent was listed in the references of other patents was counted

according to the references cited by all patents from the USPTO
application database. In addition to the number of backward ci-
tations, patent references and nonpatent references were counted
individually, based on references listed in the patent application.
Two indicators were used to measure patent family size: the
number of patents belonging to the same patent family and the
number of countries where an invention was filed to expand
the scope of protection. Certain members of the same patent
family are granted patents from the same country, including
divisional applicants or continuing applicants [6]. Therefore,
the number of patents in a single patent family may not be
equal to the number of countries, in which a given invention
is protected. We revealed the patent family that each patent
belongs to using patent numbers and Blazing Dawn Software’s
Family-izer.2 The duration of examination refers to the period
between the patent application date and issue date. The shorter
the patent examination time is, the quicker a patent application

2[Online]. Available: http://www.familyizer.com/index.html

http://www.familyizer.com/index.html
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Fig. 5. Trends in the average number of countries covered by a patent family by year and field.

is granted. The USPTO website provides weekly updates to a list
of invalid patents due to the nonpayment of maintenance fees.
On the basis of the notice about the payable maintenance fees,3

renewed patents were identified.

IV. RESULTS

A. Differences in Characteristics Between NPAs and PAs

Table II presents a comparison of eight patent characteristics
of NPAs and PAs obtained using an independent-samples t test.

3[Online]. Available: https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/sol/og/2018/
week36/TOC.htm#ref2

A significant difference was evident in the average number of
backward citations for NPAs (mean [M] = 33.74, standard
deviation [SD]= 100.776) and PAs (M= 64.87, SD= 148.773);
t (12988) = −13.967, p = 0.000. A significant difference was
also identified in the average numbers of patent and nonpatent
references, forward citations, patent family size, countries,
patent claims, and duration of examination between NPAs and
PAs. Except for the duration of examination, the average values
of seven indicators of PAs were higher than that of NPAs. In
addition, no significant difference was evident in patent renewal
between NPAs and PAs (p = .451 > .05), based on a chi-square
test (see Table III).

https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/sol/og/2018/week36/TOC.htm#ref2
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Fig. 6. Trends in the average number of claims by year and field.

B. Changes in Patent Characteristics by Year and Field

Fig. 1 compares the trends in the annual number of backward
citations between NPAs and PAs (the upper left) and the individ-
ual trends in the five fields. The difference between NPAs and
PAs in the average number of backward citations per year ranged
between 8.9 and 37.5, with a gradually increasing gap. Both
NPAs and PAs had increases in the number of backward citations
per year. Regarding trends based on fields, upward trends in
both NPAs and PAs and the increasing gap between them were
observed in the fields of electronic engineering, instruments,
chemistry, and mechanical engineering. The biggest gap be-
tween NPAs and PAs was identified in the instruments field
in 2014. With the exception of electronic engineering in 2014

and “other fields” in 2009, the average numbers of backward
citations for patents with PAs per year in each field were larger
than those of NPAs.

Backward citations consist of patent and nonpatent refer-
ences. Fig. 2 presents findings from the further analyses con-
ducted to determine whether differences in trends exists between
patent and nonpatent references. The average number of patents
cited in patents with PAs per year was higher than those cited
in patents with NPAs. The gap in the average number of patent
references between NPAs and PAs per year increased. Similar
results were observed for nonpatent references. The average
number of nonpatent references cited in PAs was higher than
those cited in NPAs, and the gap between NPAs and PAs in-
creased slightly. However, the gap in the average number of
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Fig. 7. Trends in the average number of days for patent examination by year and field.

patent references between NPAs and PAs was larger than that
for the average number of nonpatent references, with the excep-
tion of the field of chemistry. Only PAs for chemistry-related
inventions did not tend to cite more patent than the nonpatent
literature. Patent references outnumbering nonpatent references
resulted in a trend of backward citations similar to that of patent
references.

To ensure that the degree of reliance on the technology
from the same field, the field distribution of patents cited by
the same patents was obtained. Up to 84.6% of patents cited
by the same patents in the field of electronic engineering were
from the same field. The highest technology self-reliance rate
was observed in this field. The second-highest self-reliance rate
was observed in the field of chemistry (77.8%), followed by

instruments (77.5%), mechanical engineering (71.5%), and
other fields (68.8%). Table IV compares the technology self-
reliance rate between NPAs and PAs in each field. Excluding
those in chemistry, patents with NPAs had a higher proportion
of patents from the same field than those with PAs. Moreover,
the results obtained using a chi-square test demonstrated that a
significant difference (p < 0.05) was observed between NPAs
and PAs in each field in terms of the field distribution of cited
patents.

Fig. 3 presents trends in the number of forward citations.
As expected, patents that were granted earlier had a larger
average number of forward citations than those granted later
because the cumulative citations received by patents are asso-
ciated with time. A decreasing gap in the average number of
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Fig. 8. Trends in the average percentage of patent renewals of NPAs and PAs by year and field.

forward citations between NPAs and PAs was observed in all
the five fields. However, sharp decreasing trends in the average
number of forward citations by year were identified in both
NPAs and PAs for electrical engineering patents and those for
instruments. Before 2012, the largest gap between NPAs and PAs
was observed in instruments, followed by electrical engineering.

For the technological impact of patents by field, patents in all
five fields had the highest technological impact on the patents
in the same field. Patents in the field of electronic engineering
(84.6%) had the strongest impact on patents from the same
field, followed by those the field of chemistry (77.8%), instru-
ments (77.5%), mechanical engineering (71.5%), and other field
(68.7%). Significant differences were observed between NPAs

and PAs in terms of technology self-impact in each field by
using a chi-square test (p < 0.05). Table V shows that patents
with PAs in instruments, chemistry, and other fields had a higher
proportion of technological self-impact than patents with NPAs.

Fig. 4 presents the average number of patents that formed
a patent family, wherein a PA added by year was higher than
that per NPA. A slight decreasing trend in the average number
of patents was observed in both NPAs and PAs. However, the
patent family sizes of PAs were smaller than or similar to those
of NPAs in mechanical engineering and other fields. The largest
gap in the average patent family size between NPAs and PAs
was observed in instruments, ranging between 3.8 and 53.8
patents. In terms of the number of countries where patents were
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TABLE VI
DIFFERENCES IN CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN FIELDS

Notes: EE refers to electronic engineering, coded as 1; Chem refers to chemistry, coded as 2; Instr refers to instruments, coded as 3; ME refers to mechanical
engineering, coded as 4; and Other refers to other fields, coded as 5.

sought for protection, smaller differences between NPAs and
PAs were anticipated. As presented in Fig. 5, the differences
between NPAs and PAs in the average number of countries per
patent by year ranged between 0.1 and 1.2 countries. With the
exception of the field of chemistry, which had the largest gap
(between 0.7 and 3.3 countries), no obvious gaps was observed
in the other four fields.

Fig. 6 reveals that the average number of claims per PA by year
was higher than those per NPA. A decreasing gap was observed
between NPAs and PAs. Decreasing trends and gaps were also
observed in each field.

Fig. 7 shows the decreasing trend in the average number
of days for examining patent applications between 2011 and
2017 for both NPAs and PAs. Similar decreasing trends were
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TABLE VII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PAIRS OF INDICATORS BASED ON NPAS

Note: ∗∗p < 0.001.

observed in electrical engineering, chemistry, and “other fields.”
In particular, a substantial decrease was observed in the duration
of patent examination for electrical engineering patents. A slight
increasing trend was also noted for instruments and the field of
mechanical engineering.

Fig. 8 shows that all the NPAs and PAs granted from 2011
to 2017 retained their validity. During the maximum 20-year
life span, patentees must pay a maintenance fee after 3.5,
7.5, and 11.5 years. Therefore, it is impossible to determine
whether patents granted less than 12 years ago were paid by
their patentees. Some patents that were granted during earlier
periods (2005–2010) are no longer protected by patent laws due
to nonpayment of renewal fees. In other words, patentees require
time to assess patent value.

C. Differences in Patent Characteristics by Field

To determine the differences in patent characteristics by field,
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine
statistically significant differences in the characteristics of NPAs
among the five fields. A significant difference was also observed
in the characteristics of PAs in the five fields. To examine
the differences between two fields, a Tukey post hoc test was
conducted to make pairwise multiple comparisons. Table VI
presents the results of the one-way ANOVA, indicating that
a statistically significant difference is present in the average

number of backward citations between fields [F (4, 6495) =
7.597, p = .000]. The results of the Tukey post hoc test for
backward citations of NPAs revealed that the mean of mechan-
ical engineering (22.17) was significantly lower than that of the
other four fields. A statistically significant difference was ob-
served between mechanical engineering and all other fields. No
statistically significant differences existed between any two of
the electronic engineering, chemistry, instruments, and “other”
fields. Except the number of claims with significant differences
that were identified in six pairs of fields in both NPAs and PAs,
a higher number of pairs of fields had significant differences
within PAs than they did in NPAs.

D. Correlation Between Indicators

Table VII presents correlations between pairs of indicators
based on NPAs. A significant difference was observed in each
pair of indicators. Most pairs of indicators had weak corre-
lations, with correlation coefficients lower than 0.3. Medium
and high correlations were observed between two indicators
from the same category, such as patent references and backward
citations (0.973), nonpatent references and backward citations
(0.617), and number of patents and number of countries (0.412).
Table VIII shows the correlation between pairs of indicators
based on PAs. A medium correlation was noted between patent
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TABLE VIII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PAIRS OF INDICATORS BASED ON PAS

Note: ∗∗p < 0.001.

TABLE IX
LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Note: ∗p < 0.05.

references and number of patents (0.328) and between backward
citations and number of patents (0.327).

To determine the existence of a significant relationship be-
tween the eight characteristics and PAs, a logistic regression
was conducted. Because the number of backward citations is
associated with the number of nonpatent references and patent
references, the two types of references have different indications;
the number of backward citations was excluded from this logic

model. Table IX shows that the combination of eight independent
variables has an explanation power of 60.4%. Excluding the two
variables, namely the number of countries covered by a patent
family and patent renewal, all six variables were significantly
and positively associated with PAs (p < 0.05). The number of
claims is an independent variable with the highest explanatory
power (ß=0.024). Table X shows the logistic regression analysis
of patents in each field, which indicated that only the number of
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF EXPLANATORY POWER OF EIGHT VARIABLES FOR BEING PAS BY FIELD

Note: X refers to a variable significantly positive with PA; ∗ refers to the most explanatory variable.

claims is the common variable among fields; fields are different
in terms of several other aspects.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of this article confirm the significant differences
in certain patent characteristics between patents with NPAs and
PAs. Nine characteristics (variables) relevant to patent value
were used to determine whether NPAs differs from PAs. The
results measured by eight indicators, excluding patent renewal,
revealed that NPAs differ from PAs in the average numbers
of backward and forward citations, patent and nonpatent ref-
erences, patents within the same patent family, countries where
the patent is protected, claims, and duration of examining patent
applications. PAs had higher average numbers of backward and
forward citations, claims, patents, and countries. Moreover, PAs
required lower than the average durations for examining patents
than NPAs did. These differences between NPAs and PAs can
help PAs serve as a new indicator for classifying patents and
identifying patents with greater value.

Although this article did not measure the correlation between
patent value and patent value indicators, possible reasons for
the differences in characteristics between PAs and NPAs may
be related to patent value, because applicants were willing to
pay additional costs to expand the scope of protection for high
value patents. In such a situation, anticipating a larger patent
family size, with higher numbers of patents and countries, is
rational. This may partially explain why a slightly higher posi-
tive correlation was observed between numbers of patents and
countries in PAs. Those applying for PAs must prepare patent
claims and backward citations. Patent claims are a core feature
of patents and play a key role in defining the scope of protection
sought in a patent application. The patent claims state the extent
of the patent holder’s rights. Therefore, if anyone violates these
rights, they are infringing on the patent. Backward citations are
essential for highlighting the current technology and scientific

knowledge and helping the patent examiner determine whether
the invention meet the requirements for patenting. If evidence
from these references indicates that the invention already exists,
a patent will not be granted. However, when a considerable
amount of references that are relevant to the invention are
listed, it becomes difficult to expand the scope of the claim.
Therefore, a tradeoff exists between the number of references
cited and that of claims. The findings of this article are also
consistent with the low correlation between the number of claims
and that of backward citations [13]. In addition, according
to the nature of claims, patentees benefit from patents with
a large number of claims that are granted a large scope of
protection. High value patents feature a large number of claims
[20], [34]. The number of claims in this article was the most
influential variable, which was significantly related to patents
with PAs.

The role of references in patent applications differs from that
of references in scientific publications [41]. The findings con-
firm that patents cited more patents than nonpatent references;
thereby indicating that current technology has a greater effect
on new technology than the extant research. References are used
to prove the novelty of a patent. Decisions on listing references
should be made with caution. In particular, references are ex-
amined and revisited by patent examiners. Therefore, when a
patent is cited by other patents, its technological impact can be
ensured. Patents with a large number of forward citations are
considered valuable and influential. Although the distribution
of forward citations received by patents is highly skewed, the
positive correlations between forward citations and patent value
have been widely emphasized and regarded as the most useful
indicator of a patent’s value [6], [13], [22], [40]. Although
patents with PAs and NPAs in each field primarily cited patents
from the same field and had the highest technological impact
on patents from the same fields, the differences were observed
between PAs and NPAs in terms of the field self-reliance rate
and technological impact.
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Patent applications rely on foundations established by existing
patents and scientific publications. The cumulative scientific
knowledge and technology may reflect an increasing trend in
the average number of patents and nonpatent references cited
by patents. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that patent
applicants and examiners must spend more time to search for
related scientific publications and patents. The increase in the
number of backward citations increases the time required for
patent examiners to review patent applicants. However, a slight
decreasing trend in the length of time spent examining patent
applications was observed in both PAs and NPAs. This is in
line with the findings that numerous possible factors affect
the duration of examination, such as administrative efficiency,
workload for each patent examiner, and requests for quick
processing [5].

Patent renewal is an exception among the nine indicators used
in this article. The findings indicate no significant differences in
patent renewal between NPAs and PAs. Most patents analyzed
in this article were regarded as valuable assets by patentees
because they were willing to pay maintenance fees. US patents
are granted a period of 20 years from the filing date of a
patent application, subject to the payment of maintenance fees.
Patentees must pay maintenance fees three times if they wish
to hold an exclusive 20-year patent. Renewal fees are one of
the possible factors affecting applicant behavior. High and low
entry and renewal fees have advantages and disadvantages [42].
High renewal fees encourage inventions with high quality and
value, whereas low fees lead to almost all inventions being filed
[43]. Higher value inventions, which rely on high costs, receive
longer patents [44]. Therefore, studies have suggested that the
optimal renewal fees must rise sharply with the patent age [44],
[45]. Patents granted recently require time to prove the changes
in their value from the perspective of patent renewal. Therefore,
we cannot ensure whether patents granted less than 13 years will
continue to maintain their validity. This is a major limitation of
this article.

This article also had differences in characteristics based on
fields. Except “other fields” with only three IPC codes, the
increase in the number of patents in the field of technology
may lead to more patent references listed in newer patent ap-
plications. In particular, half of US patents were related to elec-
trical engineering. However, the average number of backward
citations per electrical engineering patent was not higher than
that for patents in other fields. The field of instruments showed
the most substantial changes in trends regarding the number of
backward citations and forward citations. Patents for instruments
were found to have longer-lasting technological influences on
new inventions than other patent types. In contrast to instruments
patents, the technological influence of earlier chemistry patents
was limited, with less forward citations and patent references
compared with nonpatent references. The increasing growth
of patents has also led to a decreasing trend in the number
of claims. Increases in related patents render it difficult for
newer inventions to be novel and nonobvious. Technological
differences may account for the differences among fields. For
instance, [13] noted that technology-specific practices and the

evolution of technology affect the number of claims in different
fields. Future studies should further examine the reasons for
differences in patent characteristics.

Studies have reported that each indicator used in this arti-
cle is associated with patent value. However, nonsignificant
differences were also reported in a few studies, such as for
backward citations [26], number of claims [13], and duration
of examination [37], [39]. The inconsistent findings regarding
the correlation between patent value indicators and actual patent
value cannot support our claim that patents with PAs are more
valuable than those with NPAs. Furthermore, a weak correlation
was noted between the major pairs of value indicators. The num-
ber of backward citations is the sum of the number of patent ref-
erences and number of nonpatent references. Therefore, a higher
correlation can be observed between backward citations and
patent references and between backward citations and nonpatent
references. To understand the effect the division of patent and
nonpatent references has on the analyzed results, the numbers of
backward citations, patent reference, and nonpatent references
were simultaneously considered. The findings of this study
are consistent with those reported by [6], wherein various in-
dicators (variables) were loosely correlated. This indicates that
although individual indicators have positive correlations with
patent value, a positive association between various types of
indicators cannot be inferred. Each value indicator has its char-
acteristics. High value patents that were identified using various
value indicators were not the same. This finding highlights
that patent value cannot be identified using only one or a few
indicators.

Because the results of this article indicates that NPAs were dif-
ferent from PAs in terms of characteristics and patents with PAs
had a stronger association with patents than NPAs, whether in-
ventors prefer using PAs was examined. Among 32886 inventor
names included in the patent sample, only 1.0% inventors (316
inventors) filed both PAs and NPAs. The number of inventors
filing at least one PA (16848 inventors, 51.2%) was higher than
that those filing at least one NPAs (15722 inventors, 47.8%).
This observation revealed that inventors generally file patents
with either PAs or NPAs, thus indicating that most inventors have
a preference between PAs and NPAs. However, most inventors
are associated with only one invention from the patent sample.
Filing a PA has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages
of PAs must be demonstrated. The cost of filing patents and
potential value of patents affect the PA filing decisions of patent
applicants. Although this article does not validate that patents
with PAs are decisively more valuable than those with NPAs, it
indicates the differences between patents with PAs and NPAs in
terms of characteristics related to patent value. This observation
indicates that patents can be categorized based on PAs and
NPAs. Moreover, a slightly higher number of inventors who
filed PAs may encourage other patent applicants to file PAs, in
particular, when they are confident of the potential values of their
inventions. Because of the lack of research on PAs, more future
studies must focus on tracking the trend and characteristics of
patents with PAs. Although this article is a preliminary research
on PAs and patent value, a lot of findings of this article help
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APPENDIX
ISI-OST-INPI CLASSIFICATION

researchers and patent practitioners further understanding more
PA issues and as a foundation to do extent research.
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